
Galati Star Formation Aross the Stellar Mass SpetrumASP Conferene Series, 2002Observing turbulent fragmentation in moleular loudsVolker OssenkopfSRON National Institute for Spae Researh, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AVGroningen, the NetherlandsI. Physikalishes Institut der Universit�at zu K�oln, Z�ulpiher Stra�e 77,50937 K�oln, GermanyAbstrat. The proess of moleular loud fragmentation, leading to theformation of ollapsing dense ores, is still poorly understood. Turbulenesimulations provide a promising approah to learn about the struturingproesses. To ompare them with observations it is neessary to solvethe radiative transfer problem and to haraterise the strutures by sta-tistial measures. The development of orresponding methods and theirappliation to reent loud simulations disriminates whih informationan be derived from moleular line observations and whih models maththe observational data.1. IntrodutionObservations of the interstellar medium show an irregular, �lamentary, and of-ten fratal struture. This struture extends over many orders of magnitudein size and density sale from protostellar fragments to giant moleular louds.The dynamial behaviour and evolution of the louds is not determined by pro-esses on single sales. The density and veloity struture on all length salesis interonneted, so that turbulent proesses on a large sale may modify theformation of protostellar ores on the small sale (Williams et al. 1999). A om-bined study of the struture of the interstellar medium overing several sales isrequired to reveal the properties of the turbulent asade, to identify physialproesses modifying this asade at ertain length sales, and to disover themehanism of loud fragmentation into protostellar ores.Reent simulations of ompressible hydrodynami or magnetohydrodynamiturbulene provide �rst realisti models for the struture of moleular louds(Padoan et al. 1998, Ma Low et al. 1998, Bate 1998). Systemati omparisonsbetween observations and the turbulene simulations are required to disrimi-nate between these models so that the role of the di�erent physial mehanismsinluded in the di�erent simulations an be estimated. With an iterative im-provement of the models to �t more and more observed properties we an �nallyome to a self-onsistent piture of the struture evolution in moleular louds.However, the systemati omparison of turbulene models with moleularline observations faes two basi problems. The �rst one is the omplexity of theradiative transfer translating the density, temperature, and veloity strutureobtained from the turbulene simulations into maps of moleular line pro�les.1



2 V. OssenkopfTo evaluate a large number of models an eÆient radiative transfer algorithm isneeded. The fully self-onsistent approah by Juvela (1997) is omputationallyvery demanding and not well suited to evaluate a large set of loud modelswith high resolution. Set. 2 summarises the properties of an alternative odeapproximating the solution of the radiative transfer problem with an aurayomparable to the alibration unertainty of typial moleular line observations.The seond problem is the omparison of the moleular lines omputedfrom the turbulene simulations with the observed data. No simulation willprovide an exat reprodution of the observed omplex strutures. Thus, theomparison has to rely on statistial desriptions of the data sets. To overall strutural aspets, measures for the isotropi intensity and veloity salingbehaviour, for the anisotropy in the maps, for the shape and spatial orrelationof the line pro�les, and for the relation between density and veloity struturehave to be ombined. They are disussed in Set. 3. Set. 4 �nally summarisesthe results of the systemati omparisons between moleular loud observationsand seleted turbulene models.2. Radiative transfer omputationsThe three-dimensional radiative transfer ode introdued by Ossenkopf (2002)uses a ombination of two approximations to solve the moleular exitationproblem for a given turbulene simulation. On small sales it exploits the largeveloity gradients in turbulent media to limit the size of regions whih interatradiatively. On large sales it uses the global isotropy of the turbulent strutureto desribe the interation of distant regions with the same line-of-sight veloityby an average �eld. These two approximations allow for a fast omputationof the moleular lines that would be observed from a simulated loud with anauray of 20% for all turbulene simulations onsidered here.Fig. 1 demonstrates the results of suh a omputation for an isothermalhydrodynami turbulene model. The olumn density map is ompared withmaps that would be observed in di�erent 13CO transitions. Although 13CO isgenerally thought to be a good olumn density traer, none of the moleular linesreveals the true density struture. For eah moleule and eah transition, theregime of a onstant ratio between olumn density and moleular line brightnessis restrited to a very limited density range. The systemati appliation ofthe radiative transfer program to many turbulene simulations showed that anyonlusion on the struture of the interstellar medium must be based on theobservation of various traers.3. Comparing observations and turbulene simulationsTo ompare observed maps and maps obtained from the radiative transfer odeapplied to the turbulene simulations, statistial methods are required. Theyhave to go beyond traditional intensity histograms as the turbulent struture isessentially haraterised by spatial saling properties.Bensh, Stutzki, & Ossenkopf (2001) showed that the �-variane analysisis an exellent tool to measure the isotropi saling behaviour of the densitystruture. Future extensions should inlude the haraterisation of anisotropies
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Figure 1. Column density and integrated line maps in three 13COtransitions for a hydrodynami turbulene model driven on large sales.as reated e.g. by shok fronts, shells and outows. Adapted anisotropi �lters(see e.g. Forbes & Thomson 1992) seem to be a promising way here. Anisotropymeasures like the ratio between the squared maximum diameter and the area ofiso-intensity ontours (Adams & Wiseman 1994) also need further investigation.A huge amount of information on the veloity struture an be extratedfrom the line pro�les. Ossenkopf & Ma Low (2002) have tested several meth-ods and found that a number of independent measures has to be ombined toprovide a distintive haraterisation of the veloity struture. Among them aremethods typially used to haraterise the simulations, as probability distribu-tion funtions (PDFs), and lassial methods to haraterise observational data,as the size-linewidth relation for louds and lumps (f. Goodman et al. 1998).Ossenkopf & Ma Low (2002) have extended the latter method to a sanning-beam size-linewidth relation whih is also appliable to ontinuous strutureswhere the identi�ation of separate lumps is diÆult. Furthermore is providesan independent measure for the depth of a loud along the line-of-sight. Tauber



4 V. Ossenkopf(1996) used the veloity information given by the smoothness of line pro�les tomeasure the size and number of oherent units ontributing to the line pro�les.Another lass of methods to haraterise the moleular loud struture isbased on the diret identi�ation of suh units. Clump deomposition algorithmswere introdued by Stutzki & G�usten (1990), Williams, de Geus, & Blitz (1994),and Ostriker, Stone, & Gammie (2001). Tests whether the lumps found by thesealgorithms in simulated moleular line maps reet the properties of the lumpsin the density struture of the underlying turbulene simulation showed thatonly the few brightest lumps, whih an be identi�ed also by eye, orrespondto true density enhanements. Nevertheless, the total lump mass spetrum is aquantity whih an well disriminate between di�erent turbulent strutures butit is determined by a omplex interation of the three-dimensional shape of thelumps, radiative transfer e�ets, and observational noise.4. ResultsSystemati omparisons between observational data and numerial simulationswere performed by Ma Low & Ossenkopf (2000), Ossenkopf, Klessen, & Heitsh(2001), Ossenkopf & Ma Low (2002), and Ossenkopf (2002). They used isother-mal turbulene models from Ma Low (1999), Klessen, Heitsh, & Ma Low(2000), and Heitsh, Ma Low, & Klessen (2001) and fratal loud models.Only models with a main energy injetion at large sales, without strongmagneti �elds and without a long dissipation history reprodue the saling re-lations of the observed intensity and veloity struture. The veloity salingbehaviour of all observations and turbulene models is onsistent with the inter-pretation of a moleular loud as shok-dominated medium. Deviations from theself-similar behaviour point towards dissipative proesses on sales below 0.05p whih may be aused by ambipolar di�usion. However, all large-sale driventurbulene models showed typial line pro�les whih break up into several frag-ments in ontrast to the pro�les observed in quiesent moleular louds. Noneof the turbulene models explains all of the observed struture parameters, sothat a new series of loud simulations is needed. Fratal models an be adjustedto provide a better �t to the observations due to the larger number of free pa-rameters but they do not help to understand the physial nature of turbulentloud fragmentation.5. Summary and outlookThe systemati study of the radiative transfer in turbulent louds has shownthat eah moleular transition reets only a narrow density range. The ombi-nation of several traers is required to obtain reliable information on the densityand veloity struture. The lower transitions of all CO isotopes trae only gasat low and intermediate densities whih is distributed over large sales in mole-ular louds. The proess of protostellar ollapse annot be observed diretly inmoleular lines but it an be inferred when omparing observations in di�er-ent transitions taken with an exellent signal-to-noise ratio and from dediatedhigh-density traers.
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